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ABSTRACT 
This project will establish a web application called 
MWICS (Multi-Warehouse Inventory Control System) to 
support online business for the multi-warehouse food 
wholesalers. The project consists of three main components: 
user account management sub-system, product and purchase 
management sub-system, and a warehouse inventory 
management sub-system. These sub-systems of MWICS allow 
interactions between multi-warehouse personnel and main 
company office personnel. MWICS provides the manager and 
staffs in each warehouse to perform the pre-divided tasks 
such as recording, monitoring, shipping and controlling 
inventory. Moreover, MWICS offers the centralized purchase 
ability and product management for the entire company. 
Some limitations exist in the current version of 
MWICS from its predefined company model. Future 
modifications and enhancements can be made in various 
customized models- depending on the clients' needs. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION 
1.1 Introduction 
Maintaining and monitoring the consistency of 
warehouses in a food wholesaler company is challenging, 
especially if the food wholesalers are consisted of multi­
warehouses. Controlling the process flow and monitoring 
inventories can be tremendous if it is done manually. Many 
web applications have been developed by major corporations 
to achieve their warehouse management. Multi-Warehouse 
Inventory Control System, MWICS, is a uniquely designed 
system, which targets membership base food wholesalers. It 
provides a powerful solution to create a paperless 
warehouse environment, cutting down on errors, and 
generating greater efficiency in inventory management. An 
online warehouse management system also minimizes 
operating costs while maximizing the overall efficiency 
and customer services. Moreover, the main goal of MWICS is 
to provide a real-time inventory control ability to all 
warehouses and to present them as if it were a single 
warehouse. 
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1.2 Purpose of this Project 
The main purpose of the project is to establish the 
inventory control system which can support multi­
warehouses for food wholesale company. The MWICS project 
is a sub-division of the FoodsWholesaler.com project which 
contains FWOS (Food Wholesaler Ordering System) and MWICS. 
In this division of the proposal, the project will 
focus on MWICS. The finished MWICS project can be 
maintained by the wholesale manager and staffs to meet 
their company;s requirements and operations. 
( 
1.3 Project Products 
The completion of this project contains the following 
packages: 
♦ Web application: User interfaces, which are 
constructed primarily in HTML, PHP, and JavaScript. 
MWICS consists of several sub-systems including 
account management system, product and purchase 
management system, and warehouse management system. 
♦ Software Requirement Specification: A document which 
contains requirements and specifications for building 
MWICS. 
♦ User manual: A detailed user guide will be provided 
with the system. 
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♦ Database Design: Completed database design with all 
required tables and figures. 
♦ Installation CD: Source codes with system 
configuration and database installation instructions. 
1.4 Definition of Terms and Abbreviations 
Table 1. Terms and Abbreviations 
Apache A public-domain open source web server 
developed by a loosely-knit group of 
programmers. 
API Application Program Interface. 
CSUSB California State University, San 
Bernardino. 
Customer Person who have potential to join 
FoodWholesalers.com membership. 
FWOS Food Wholesale Ordering System. 
HTML Hyper Text Markup Language. 
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers. 
MWIC Multiple Warehouses Inventory System. 
MYSQL MYSQL is software that delivers a SQL 
Structured Query Language) database server. 
PHP Hypertext Preprocessor, an open source, 
server-side, HTML embedded scripting 
language used to create dynamic web pages. 
3 
SRS Software Requirements Specification. 
System The MWICS at California State University, 
San Bernardino. 
Table A table is composed of a list of records -
each record in a table has the same 
structure, each has a fixed number of 
"fields" of a given type. 
Use Cases A diagram provided by the UML to facilitate 
the process of requirements gathering. 
User The person can access and use the System. 
1.5 Preliminary Design 
There are five types of user authorizations 
implemented in this project: 
1. System Administrator 
2. Office Manager 
3. Off ice Staff 
4. Warehouse Manager 
5. Warehouse Staff 
The MWICS provides functions indicated on the 
following user case diagrams (see Figure 1 to Figure 3). 





Figure 1. Office Manager and Staff User Case Diagram 
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Figure 2. Administrator User Case Diagram 
Warehouse Staff 
Figure 3. Warehouse Manager and Staff User Case Diagram 
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1.5.1 User Characteristics 
1.5.1.1 System Administrator. Administrator has 
responsibility to maintain the basic information for all 
warehouses and users. 
1. Warehouse Information: Administrator will be able 
to add new warehouse information and modify it if 
needed. 
2. User Information: Administrator will be able to 
add new user's information and modify it if 
needed. 
1.5.1.2 Office Manager. Manager will have all 
functions of the entire system except functions owned by 
the system administer. 
1. General Information: Manager can click this link; 
the page will redirect to company staff main page. 
2. Warehouse Management: The manager is able to 
select a desired warehouse and the page will 
redirect to the specific Warehouse Staff Main 
Page. 
3. Product Price Management: In this page, the 
manager will be able to update the product prices 
according to market price change. Moreover, the 
manager can set promotions for some food items 
which are overstock or will decay soon. 
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4. Stock Management: The manger can view stock 
report by the whole company or by the individual 
warehouse. In this function, he or she will know 
quantity of current stock and stock decay status. 
If some food items are out of stock, the manager 
needs to contact suppliers and make new purchases 
to the needed warehouses. 
5. Sales Management: In this part, the manager will 
be able to view the sales report and customers' 
information. The sales report will demonstrate 
company sales sorted by customers, by products, 
by warehouses, and by the whole company based on 
each month. 
1.5.1.3 Company Staff. Company staffs will deal with 
and maintain some general company information as following. 
1. Supplier Information: Company staffs will be able 
to add a new supplier and delete or modify it if 
needed. 
2. Product Information: Company staffs can add a new 
category or a new product and also can delete or 
modify them if needed. However, company staffs 
will not be able to change product price; this 
function only belongs to manager. 
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1.5.1.4 Warehouse Staff. This page will be dedicated 
to the warehouse staff. The staff can use the following 
functions to see the status of stock, order and warehouse 
information. 
1. Incoming Orders: Warehouse Staffs will be able to 
view the incoming orders and click each order to 
see its details. System will automatically 
allocate the order to the nearest warehouse 
according to the shipping address when the order 
is generated by the customer. Warehouse staffs 
will also be able to set order status if the 
order is processing, shipping, or completed. If 
the order is completed, warehouse staffs can 
delete the record. 
2. Real-time Stock Report: Warehouse staffs will be 
able to view current stock status in each 
warehouse. They will know shipping and arrive 
date for the new stocks. If new stocks arrive to 
their warehouses, they will be able to set in 
stock on stock status. If stocks are ordered, the 
system will show stock status in order. Moreover, 
report will also show how many days each stock 
will be decay for informing warehouse staffs to 




2.1 Product Perspective 
MWICS can be viewed as a standalone system which 
consists of three main sub-systems. There are user account 
management sub-system, product and purchase management 
sub-system, and warehouse inventory Management sub-system. 
MWICS is also a component of a larger food wholesaler 
project associated with FWOS project. 
2.2 Architecture 
2.2.1 System Architecture 
The system follows a three-tier architecture. The 
first tier is the end user that views and uses web 
browsers. The middle tier is the web server. Finally, the 
database server is the third tier of the system 
architecture. This project is developed on Apache server 
with PHP module and MySQL database server. 
The following diagram (see Figure 4) presents the 
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Figure 4. Deployment Diagram for System Architecture 
2.2.2 Hardware Interfaces 
MWICS operates within reasonable loading on a system 
with 512 MB of RAM or better. Moreover, internet 
connection is the basic requirement for the client and 
server machines. Hence, any operating systems running on 
any hardware architecture will be available to access the 
system. The client and server hardware should meet the 
basic requirements in order to access to the system. 
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2.2.3 Communications Interfaces 
The MWICS system can be used in any web browser such 
as Mozilla, Netscape, and Microsoft Internet Explorer. 
However, FireFox is preferred as the primary browser for 
the website. Newest versions of browser should be used to 
avoid the malfunction of the system. 
2.3 Database Design 
2.3.1 Database Scheme Conceptual Model 
In designing the schema of this project, 9 entities 
have been identified: 
1. Users: Define food wholesaler support system 
user's role and position. Users will be limited 
to access different system interfaces according 
to their positions. 
2. Warehouses: Include all the warehouse information 
and associated properties. Customers and sale 
orders, purchase orders, stock adjustments and 
, stock items will link to each related warehouse. 
3. Products: Collection of products that are created 
by office staffs or office managers and made 
available for purchase and sale activities. 
4. Suppliers: Office staffs will create supplier 
information for making internal pur~hases. 
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5. Purchase Orders: Purchase order records 
information for internal purchases. Office staffs 
make purchase for adjusting warehouse stock 
quantity. 
6. Sale Orders: Sale order records information for 
customer purchase. Real-time stock quantity will 
be decreased when the order is completed. 
7. Stock Adjustments: Warehouse staffs make 
adjustments on current stock quantity for various 
reasons. Stock quantity will be decreased when 
adjustments are approved by the warehouse manager. 
8. Stock Items: Real-time stock quantity is recorded 
for each warehouse. Stock quantity will be 
altered by various orders. 
The following figure shows the completed database 
design for whole system. Detail relationship is also shown 













Figure 5. Conceptual Entity Relationship Diagram 
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2.3.2 Database Scheme Logical Model 
The conceptual model ER diagram maps the following 
relational table design. 
Table 2. Users Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
id int(l0) Auto incremented id. 
active tinyint(l) 
Set flags 1 or 0 to indicate 
status of user. 
1 is in activation; 
0 is in deactivation. 
username varchar(S0) 
Store user account name for access 
system. 
password varchar ( 3 2) 
Store user password for access 
system. 
first name - varchar ( 5 0) Store user's first name. 
last name- varchar(S0) Store user's last name. 
email varchar (200) Store user's email. 
phone varchar(14) Store user's phone number. 
ext smallint (5) Store user's phone extension. 
warehouse int (10) 
Store predefined warehouse which 
user is located. 
create date- date 
Store the date when user first 
been created. 
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Field Name Data Type Description 
level int (10) 
Set flags 0-5 to indicate 







photo varchar (100) 
Store address link for upload user 
photo. 
last visit- datetime Store latest login time. 
modify_time datetime Store the latest modify time. 
modify_person int(l0) 
Store user who is the latest 
modify person. 
Note 
- Id field is 
- Warehouse is 
auto incremented primary key. 
a foreign key to the id filed in Warehouses table. 
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Table 3. Warehouses Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
id int (10) Auto incremented id. 
style tinyint(3) 
Set flags 1 or 0 to indicate style 
of warehouse. 
1 is local warehouse; 
0 is office. 
name varchar(50) Store warehouse name. 
address varchar (100) Store warehouse address. 
city varchar(50) Store warehouse city. 
state int(l0) Store warehouse state. 
zip_code int (10) Store warehouse zip code. 
phone varchar (15 ) Store warehouse phone number. 
ext smallint (5) Store warehouse phone extension. 
create date- date 
Store the date when warehouse 
first been created. 
active tinyint(l) 
Set flags 1 or 0 to indicate 
status of warehouse. 
1 is in activation; 
0 is in deactivation. 
modify_time datetime Store the latest modify time. 
modify_person int(l0) 
Store user who is the latest 
modify person. 
Note 
- Id field is auto incremented primary key. 
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Table 4. Suppliers Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
id mediumint(S) Auto incremented id. 
supplier_no varchar ( 2 0) Store supplier number. 
full name- varchar(255) Store full name of supplier. 
short name- varchar(32) 
Store short nick name of 
supplier. 
category mediumint(S) 
Store main category id which 
supplier belongs to. 
company_ 
address 
varchar (255) Store company address of supplier. 
company_city varchar ( 3 2 ) Store city of supplier. 
company_state mediumint(B) Store state of supplier. 
company_zip_ 
code 
varchar(5) Store zip code of supplier. 
company_phone varchar (13) 
Store company phone number of 
supplier. 
company_ext smallint (5) 
Store phone extension of 
supplier. 
company_fax varchar (14) Store fax number of supplier. 
company_email varchar (255) Store email of supplier. 
contact fname- varchar ( 3 2) 
Store contact person's first name 
of supplier. 
contact lname- varchar ( 3 2 ) 
Store contact person's last name 
of supplier. 
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Field Name Data Type Description 
contact_phone varchar (13 ) 
Store contact person's phone 
number of supplier. 
contact ext- smallint (5) 
Store contact person's phone 




Store contact person's cell phone 
number of supplier. 
contact email- varchar (255) 
Store contact person's email of 
supplier. 
create date- date 
Store the date when supplier first 
been created. 
active tinyint(l) 
Set flags 1 or 0 to indicate 
status of supplier. 
1 is in activation; 
0 is in deactivation. 
modify_time datetime Store the latest modify time. 
modify_person int(lO) 
Store user who is the latest 
modify person. 
Note 
- Id field is 
- Category is 
auto incremented primary key. 
a foreign key to the id filed in Main Category table. 
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Table 5. Main Categories Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
id int(lO) Auto incremented id. 
name varchar(lOO) First layer category's name. 
desc varchar(255) 
First layer category's 
des'cription. 
active tinyint(l) 
Set flags 1 or 0 to indicate 
status of main category. 1 is 
in activation; 0 is in 
deactivation. 
Note 
- Id field is auto incremented primary key. 
- Name should not be null. 
- Active should not be null. 
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Table 6. Sub Categories Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
id int(l0) Auto incremented id. 
name varchar (100) Second layer category's name. 
desc varchar (255) 
Second layer category's 
description. 
parent int(l0) 
Store related upper layer 
category. 
active tinyint(l) 
Set flags 1 or 0 to indicate 
status of main category. 
1 is in activation; 
0 is in deactivation. 
Note 
- Id field is auto incremented primary key. 
- Name should not be null. 
- Parent is a foreign key t.o the id filed in Main Category 
table. 
- Active should not be null. 
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Table 7. Products Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
id int(l0) Auto incremented id. 
product no varchar (10 ) Store product number. 
name varchar(S0) Store product name. 
active tinyint(l) 
Set flags 1 or 0 to indicate 
status of main category. 
1 is in activation; 
0 is in deactivation. 
main_category int(l0) Store associated main category. 
sub_category int (10) Store associated sub category. 
unit int (10) 
Store predefined product unit. 
1: lb, 2.ea, 3. doz, 4. box, 
5.bkt, 6. pkg, 7. kg, 8. ton 
sale unit- -
quantity 
int (10) Store unit quantity for sale. 
unit_price float(3,2) 
Store product sale price for each 
unit. 
expire_days int(l0) 
Store inventory expire days for 
each product. 
safe_quantity int(l0) 





Store minimum quantity for special 
10% off discount. 
photo varchar (100) 
Store URL address link for photo 
of product. 
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Field Name Data Type Description 
desc varchar(255) Store product description. 
season tinyint(3) 
Set flags 1 or 0 to indicate 





Set flags 0-2 to indicate status 
of promotion. 0: no promotion, 1: 









float(S,2) Store promotion price. 
promotion_ 
discount 
int (10) Store promotion discount. 
modify_time datetime Store the latest modify time. 
modify_person varchar (100) 
Store user who is the latest 
modify person. 
Note 
- Id field is auto incremented primary key. 
- Main category is a foreign key to the id field in Main Category 
table. 
- Sub category is a foreign key to the id field in Sub Category 
table. 
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Table 8. Purchase Orders Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
id bigint(20) Auto incremented id. 
type tinyint (1) 
Set flags 0 or 1 to indicate type 
of order. 
0 is purchase order; 
1 is purchase return. 
order no- varchar (15) Store purchase order number. 
create date- date 
Store the date when order is 
created. 
supplier mediumint(S) 
Store supplier which order been 
purchased form. 
warehouse mediumint(S) 
Store warehouse which purchase 
will be delivered to. 
order_person varchar(SO) Store user who made the order. 
ship_date date 
Store the estimated order arrived 
date. 
arrive date date 
Store the times tamp when purchase 
order is checked as arrived. 
stockin date date 
Store the times tamp when purchase 




When item is purchase return item, 
the field is recorded for the 
corresponding purchase item. 
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Field Name Data Type Description 
note text 
Store some note when office staff 
makes purchase order. 
modify_time datetime Store the latest modify time. 
modify_person int(l0) 
Store user who is the latest 
modify person. 
Note 
- Id field is auto incremented primary key. 
- Supplier is a foreign key to the id field in Suppliers table. 
- Warehouse is a foreign key to the id field in Warehouses table. 
- Order Person is a foreign key to the id field in Users table. 
- Associated Order is a foreign key to the id field in Purchase 
Orders table when type is set as return order. 
Table 9. Purchase Items Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
id bigint(255) Auto incremented id. 
type tinyint(l) 
Set flags 0 or 1 to indicate type 
of item. 
0 is purchase order item; 
1 is purchase return item. 
product int (10) Store purchase product id. 
quantity int(l0) Store purchase quantity of item. 
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Field Name Data Type Description 
purchase 
order 
int (10) Store associated order id. 
unit_price float(S,2) Store purchase unit price of item 
stock time- datetime 
Store times tamp when item was 
stocked in. 
status tinyint(3) 
Set flags 0 or 1 to indicate 
status of purchase item. 
0 is not stock in; 




Wh~n item is purchase return item, 
the field is recorded for the 
corresponding purchase item. 
modify_time datetime Store the latest modify time. 
modify_person int (10) 
Store user who is the latest 
modify person. 
Note 
- Id field is auto incremented primary key. 
- Purchase Order is a foreign key to the id field in Purchase 
Orders table. 
- Product is a foreign key to the id field in Products table. 
- Associated Item is a foreign key to the id field in Purchase 
Orders table when type is set as return item. 
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Table 10. Purchase Request Items Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
id int (10) Auto incremented id. 
product int(l0) Store product id. 
warehouse int (10) Store warehouse id. 
quantity int(l0) 
Store request quantity for each 
warehouse and each product when 
inventory quantity is presented 
low. 
status tinyint(3) 
Set flags 0 or 1 to indicate 
status of purchase request item. 
0: new request, 
1: request item has been 
purchased. 
purchase_item bigint (20) 
Store related purchase item id 
which means the request has been 
fulfilled. 
modify_time datetime Store the latest modify time. 
modify_person int (10) 
Store user who is the latest 
modify person. 
Note 
- Id field is 
- Product is a 
- Warehouse is 
auto incremented primary key. 
foreign key to the id field in Products table. 
a foreign key to the id field in warehouses table. 
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Table 11. Sale Orders Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
id bigint(20) Auto incremented id. 
type tinyint(l) 
Set flags 0 or 1 to indicate type 
of order. 
0 is sale order; 
1 is sale return. 
order no- varchar ( 2 o ) Store sale order number. 
customer int (10) Store customer who makes order. 
warehouse tinyint(3) 
Store warehouse which order 
products will be delivered from. 
create date date 
Store the.date when order is 
created. 
status tinyint(2) 











When item is return item, the 
field is recorded for the 
corresponding sale item. 
modify_time datetime Store the latest modify time. 
modify_person int (10) 




Id field is auto incremented primary key. 
Customer is a foreign key to the id field in Customers table. 
Warehouse is a foreign key to the id field in Warehouses table. 
Associated Order is a foreign key to the id field in Sale Orders 
table. when type is set as return order. 
Table 12. Sale Items Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
id bigint(255) Auto incremented id. 
type tinyint(3) 
Set flags 0 or 1 to indicate type 
of item. 
0 is sale order item; 
1 is sale return item. 
sale order- int(l0) Store associated order id. 
product mediumint(S) Store order product id. 
quantity smallint (6) 
Store quantity of sale unit for 
each ordering item. 
unit_price float(S,2) Store sale unit price of item. 
sale unit- -
quantity 
int (10) Store unit quantity for sale. 
stock time- date 
Store times tamp when item was 
stocked out. 
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Set flags 0 or 3 to indicate 
status of sale item. 
0 is no promotion; 
)
1 is promotion price; 
2 is promotion discount; 
3 is promotion quantity. 
promotion float(S,2) 





When item is sale return item, the 
field is recorded for the 
corresponding sale item. 
modify_time datetime Store the latest modify time. 
modify_person int (10) 
Store user who is the latest 
modify person. 
Note 
- Id field is auto incremented primary key. 
- Sale Order is a foreign key to the id field in Sale Orders table. 
- Product is a foreign key to the id field in Products table. 
- Associated Item is a foreign key to the id field in Sale Orders 
table when type is set as return item. 
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Table 13. Stock Adjust Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
id int (10) Auto incremented id. 
order no- varchar (15) Store inventory adjustment number. 
warehouse int (10) 
Store warehouse which inventory 
located. 
date date 
Store the date which adjustment 
has been made. 
create_person varchar ( 5 0) 





Store warehouse manager who 
approve the adjustment. 
status tinyint(3) 
Set flags 0 or 1 to indicate 
status of inventory adjustment. 
0: unapproved/modifiable; 
1: approved/inventory has been 
decreased. 
modify_time datetime Store the latest modify time. 
Note 
- Id field is auto incremented primary key. 
- Warehouse is a foreign key to the id field in Warehouses table. 
- Create Person is a foreign key to the id field in Users table. 
- Approve Person is a foreign key to the id field in Users table. 
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Table 14. Stock Adjust Items Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
id bigint(20) Auto incremented id. 
product int (10) Store inventory product id. 
adjust_id int(l0) Store related adjustment id. 
quantity smallint (5) Store adjustment quantity. 
type tinyint(3) 
Set flags 0-3 to indicate type of 
invent;ory adjustment. 0: missing, 
1: rotten, 
2: other, 
3: sale returns. 
note varchar(255) 
Store note or explanation for 
other reason. 
stock time- datetime 
Store times tamp when adjustment 
has been approved and item was 
deducted from inventory at this 
time. 
Note 
- Id field is 
- Product is a 
- Adjust Id is 
auto incremented primary key. 
foreign key to the id field in Products table. 
a foreign key to the id field in Stock Adjust table. 
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Table 15. Stock Items Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
id bigint(20) Auto incremented id. 
warehouse int (10) 
Store corresponding warehouse of 
\ 
inventory. 
product int (10) 
Store product id for the 
inventory. 
quantity int(ll) 
Store inventory quantity in 
corresponding warehouse. 
modify_time datetime Store the latest modify time. 
modify_person ·int(l0) 
Store user who is the latest 
modify person. 
Note 
- Id field is 
- Warehouse is 
- Product is a 
auto incremented primary key. 
a foreign key to the id field in Warehouses table. 





In this chapter, we will discuss basic interfaces and 
functionalities of the MWICS system. One of the main goals 
of MWICS is to develop a system which is well thought out 
and user friendly. MWICS is developed to minimize total 
interface pages, while maximize the functions in every 
page. 
3.2 Basic Interface 
3.2.1 Authorization and Authentication 
All the company staffs and administrator can login 
through main login page (see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Login Page 
3.2.2 System Administrator Area 
The administrator for the company will login with the 
admin account. The major role of administrator for MWICS 
is to create different users and warehouses, and to 
perform the account and warehouse management. 
3.2.2.1 User Management. User management page lists 
all the support personnel in MWICS. The administrator can 
create different types of account depending on users' 
status. The user list page provides information like 
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username, full name, and his related warehouse, and the 
position of the user. The administrator can use the 
sorting function to find a particular warehouse, or a 
particular user position. The administrator can also click 
the hyperlink 'More Info' to view the complete profile 
about a user, even including his/her portrait photo (see 
Figure 7). 
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More Info huJltarget Dulltarget Com San Francisco Warehouse Manager 200S/08/04 Yes 
More Info dvll Danny Preasco San Bernardino Warehouse Manager 2005/08/0S Yes 
More Info ttdo MarlaGimmer Bristol Branch Warehouse Manager 200S/08/05 Yeo 
More Info tandra Sandra Bulllock San Oemardlno Warehouse Staff 2005/08/DS Yes 
More Info tony Tony formatde• San Bernardino Warehouse Staff 200S/08/05 Ye• 
More Info apple Apple Jinder Main Office Office Staff 2005/08/0S Yes 
More Info hammer Hommer Simpleson Bristol Branch Warehouse Staff 200S/08/05 Ye• 
f.....,ripthand~rl '; ' ,,;,,,;,,..,;,.,.;.:.,..;,,,_-,____-----.w~ 
Figure 7. User Management Main Page 
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3.2.2.2 Create New User. The administrator can create 
a new account by pressing the 'CREATE NEW USER' hyperlink, 
which redirects the administrator to the user insert page. 
This page allows the administrator to enter the basic 
information about the user and assigns a specific position 
and his/her corresponding warehouse. The administrator can 
also upload user's photo directly from the local machine. 
Once the user account is created, it will be listed in the 
user management main page (see Figure 8). 
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Figure 8. Create New User Page 
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3.2.2.3 Edit the User. The Administrator will be 
redirected to the user editing page by clicking the user 
name hyperlink. This page allows the administrator to 
update the basic user's profile and changing his/her 
password. It can also replace the user's photo, and also 
activate or deactivate his/her account (see Figure 9). 
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0 ~:e'tei~ the current Image 
0 Kepp the current Image 
Figure 9. User Edit Page 
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3.2.2.4 Warehouse Management. The main function of 
warehouse management page is to provide the administrator 
to add, to edit, and to reactive a specific warehouses. 
The warehouse management page lists warehouses which can 
be sorted by warehouse name, location, established date or 
active status (see Figure 10). 
_ LS:11 © Oo l(g..~··---~ 
0,.,,: ~; • ,').. ,"'i."' ....... • .'~ " ,· io "'Wr< llJ t ·i"'."• - ,1 ~,!!' • "'" ... " .. ~ 
• Food Whol~s~l~li Sgpporitt.Sy.sJ:em · ,. - . . . • , :, ...., ., · · ·, 
~ ·- " ~ ~~ ~· ~ 0.0 • • • - ~ = = - - - , 0 : :~ ~ • • 
Hi,•dmin
Welconu, to ~_AillnJnArea ~tlogtm
2~os~o~~~<1 tt1121·,~.4 
Home >> Wnrehouse Man11gement Home 
User Management 
•• CREATE NEW WAREHOUSE •• 
Warehouse Management 
Name Location Phone Manager Establish Date Active 
Log Out Edit Moines Branch Oet Moines, IA 1-111-202-3123 EHi: 5 llmmy Lapaskl 2004/12/15 Ye< 
System lnltlal 
Edit Bristol Branch Bristol, CT 1•111-983-1111 Ext: 3 Maria.Glmmer 2005/08/04 Yes 
Edit Hain Office 
Edit San Bemardlno 
Highland, CA 
San Oemardlno, CA 
1-909-333-3333 E>et 1 







Edtt San Francino 
Edit Highland Parle 
San Francisco, CA 
Hutchinson, MN 
1-415-202·2123 EHi: 231 







No. 1· 6/ Total 6 
First I Prevlou• I Next I La•t 
Figure 10. Warehouse Management Page 
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3.2.2.5 Create New Warehouse. The administrator can 
add a warehouse and record the required information. 
Warehouse manager will not be assigned at this time. After 
successfully creating the warehouse, administrator can go 
to user management page to edit the existing user or to 
create a new user for the specific warehouse manager. Then, 
the system will automatically detect warehouse manager 
(see Figure 11). 
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Figure 11. Create New Warehouse 
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3. 2. 2. 5 Edit Warehouse .. The administrator can edit 
warehouse information and change status of a specific 
warehouse. When the administrator deactivates the 
warehouse, the system will detect if there are still some 
active customers or users associated with the warehouse 
and will show warning message (see Figure 12). 
F~od Wholesaler; Support System · . . . . . 
~ ~ " -
Hi,admin. : i 
~t·t;ogtn1 ' .. :.. ! 
·..,, ~-~~-~7.~,:. ~:t~1~~-~.,~.? 







Figure 12. Warehouse Edit Page 
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3.2.3 Office Manager and Staff Area 
The main function of office worker is to maintain a 
sufficient stock balance. There will be activities 
involving internal purchases and make market promotions. 
The stock quantities can be view by a selected warehouse, 
or all the warehouses. 
3.2.3.1 Product Management. The office person can 
view the entire products listed in a single page. The 
product management page also enables office persons to 
select the specific category and to sort products 
according to name, product number, status or season. The 
page also provides the information like sale unit price 
and overall warehouse stock quantity. By clicking 'Stock 
Record' hyperlink, the office person can view the current 
stock information located at each warehouse (see Figure 
13) . 
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Figure 13. Product Management Page 
3.2.3.2 Create New Product. The product management 
page enables office persons to create unlimited numbers of 
products associated with their categories. The user has to 
enter basic required information like product name, 
category, unit price, sale unit and etc. This page also 
enables office persons to upload the desired photo limited 
to SOOK. In addition, promotion information can be created 
including promotion price/discount and promotion 
warehouses only by office supervisor (see Figure 14). 
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Figure 14. Create New Product Page 
3.2.3.3 Edit Product. All exiting products can be 
modified after their creation. By clicking product name or 
product number on the product management page, office 
persons will be redirect to the product edit page. In the 
product edit page, office persons are able to edit the 
product information, and replace the exiting picture. 
Since the system allowed office persons to monitor 
the real-time product inventory, it is important to change 
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and update the unit price, and promotion information based 
on market strategy. 
If a single item is over stocked, office persons can 
made this particular product on sale by changing the 
promotion warehouse, and promotion price/discount. However, 
these functions are limited only for office supervisor 
(see Figure 15). 
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l·lmne >> f>r,,dutt Mnn-011en1ont >> Edit Product Home 
Product Management 
Category Manaoement 
Adive: • 0 Yes O NoSupplier Management 
Product No: • P03IS003:I 
Purchase Management 
Real•tlme stock 
log Out Unit:• 
Sale Unitl .. Units 
Unit Price:• Dollors 
Expire O.ays,: oavs 
Soto Quont~,, Units 
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O Reploce the current Image 
0 o·e,~et~.-th~.-,-u-..-.-n~t~,m-.-g.--------"rsn',:m... ··1 
0 Kepp the current Image 
Photo:* 
Oosaiption: 
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0 Promotion price$ C=:J 
Promotion Warehouse: 
Figure 15. Edit Product Page 
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3.2.3.4 Category Management. Each individual food 
item is subdivided into three levels: main category, sub­
category and product. Main category is the upper division 
which must be created first followed by the sub-category, 
and the actual product; entry of each food item must be 
created from this set routine. In the category manage 
interface, office persons are able to list, create, and 
modify a new or a existing category. The relationship 
between the main category and sub-category are also listed 
in the category list. In the category list, sub-categories 
are sorted automatically under their corresponding main 
category (see Figure 16). Moreover, office persons can 
apprehend the total number of products associated a 
specific sub category. 
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Figure 16. Category Management Page 
3.2.3.5 Create New Category. Both main category and 
sub-category can be created in the same interface (see 
Figure 17). The difference between two types of category 
is from their parent category. Select root as parent 
category for creating main category; otherwise select a 
exiting main category for building a sub-category. 
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Figure 17. Create New Category Page 
3.2.3.6 Edit Category. For main category, no change 
in parent category will be allowed; its default value is 
ROOT (see Figure 18). However, sub-category is free to 
change according to the classification of products (see 
Figure 19). 
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Figure 18. Edit Main Category Page 
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Figure 19. Edit Sub Category Page 
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3.2.3.7 Supplier Management. Supplier management 
interface allows office persons to manage the supplier 
information. Office persons are able to add a new supplier 
into the company database. Each supplier is classified 
according to different main product categories. In the 
supplier view list, office persons are able to choose a 
desired category and find out which suppliers are 
available. When office persons click on 'More Info' 
hyperlink on the specific supplier, the page will display 
its detailed information. The sorting function is also 
provided (See Figure 20). 
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Figure 20. Supplier Management Page 
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3.2.3.8. Create New Supplier. Main purpose of creation 
supplier is for the company internal purchases, supplier 
must be created before purchases can be made. Suppliers 
will be classified according to their predefined category. 
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Figure 21. Create New Supplier Page 
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3.2.3.9 Edit Supplier. After creating the supplier, 
office persons can update the supplier information if 
needed. 
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Figure 22. Edit Supplier Page 
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3.2.3.10 Purchase Management. Purchase management 
page contain information on all the purchases orders 
including purchase order number, destination warehouse, 
supplier, order person, purchase total amount, purchase 
order create date, and estimated arrival date. In addition, 
system will show order current status; it makes 
convenience for user to manage all purchase orders. There 
are five statuses: 
1. Unconfirmed: Order can be modified and unrealized at 
this status. 
2. Confirmed: After office supervisor confirms the order, 
order can not be modified and will be sent to its 
destination warehouse as realized order. 
3. Delay: When order is confirmed, system will check if 
the order estimated arrival date is exceed the system 
date or not. 
4. Arrived: the destination warehouse mark the order as 
arrived. 
5. Stock in: the destination warehouse check in purchase 
items. 
For sorting function, user can also sort it by 
warehouse, order person, and order status. The search 
function also gives user to identity all the order and 
supplier freely (See Figure 23). 
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Figure 23. Purchase Management Page 
3.2.3.11 Make New Purchase Order. The purposes of the 
purchase management in MWICS are to centralize purchases 
and to monitor the purchase requests from each warehouse. 
The purchase management is strong related to the supplier 
management. Office persons must create the supplier before 
making purchase orders. When making a new purchase, the 
office person checks the requested items from each 
individual warehouse and makes purchase from the supplier. 
The office person has to follow several steps to make a 
new purchase order. First, office person must select the 
desired warehouse (see Figure 24). Since all suppliers are 
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0 
classified by main product category, the system will list 
all main categories with the number of purchase requested 
items form the selected warehouse (see Figure 25). After 
choosing the specific category, the system provides the 
office person all the associate suppliers under the 
selected category. The suppliers will be sorted according 
by their distance from the selected warehouse in ascending 
order (see Figure 26). When all the information have been 
entered, the office person ca~ press the generate purchase 
order button to redirect the next purchase order page. 
.'IQ .- """'• ~ .C V .,_ '0 <. - H - H ""- 0 0~~ ~. ~ 
Epod,Wholesaler,Su,pgoutSy;st;m,, ... :,, ... { .. ,:"f ·,.; ·· . . : .. ••"f ••• 














Figure 24. Make New Purchase (Step 1) 
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O 
·Food Wholesaler Support ~ystem · · · ' .. . · 
0 
Welcm11Sto.0JficeSi'!{/~a, · 
. ... . . . 











·Food Wholesaler Support System . ·: . . . 
·•.. Wdco1Mt,o Oj/ke.Stqf/Atea.. ~- ,·,.: ...,.. .,.. ,. ,: .. . ·, 
_Hon1a >> Purchase_Manag~rneot >> Create New Purchase Order 
Product Management 
Homa 
Warehou:Je:Category Management !6ri>tul 6Nnch 




Figure 26. Make New Purchase (Step 3) 
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Next new page will list all the requested items and 
their quantity from the selected warehouse. The actual 
request is shown in 'Request Quantity' column. The office 
person decided items and buying quantities of purchase. 
Office person must enter the actual purchase price, and 
the system will automatic generate the purchase amount 
per item and the combined amount for the order. The 
estimated arrival date can also be record in this page to 
clarify the shipping process (See Figure 27). 
~ = ;';' • '°"' :-- • ~~ ~ ""I; • " o, ~ ~ h • ~ • • ,• • 
Fi>od Wliolesaler,s·upP,ort Sy,~tem ·. ':' ·' "·. . ·. ; . · · · • ": · · · , 




Welco,ne to Offu:e Super,,isor Ana lastl.oylni , . : 
,2105•H-,lS.Olli-40184 









Purchase Request Safe Sale PurchaseProduct No. Name Unit sum(J)quantity quantity quantity Prlc•C•l Price($) 
@POti2:10U06 American Eggplant bkt j 3000j 3000 lOU 6.000,00 
@P06200007 Cnotalaupe 1,kt i 1000( 1000 127 600,00 
@11 061800 ◄ 0 ,:hJJl doz :::.::.:··,oo[ 100 5ou o.ou 
□ POf,210005 Tom,at:o bkt i· 200001 20000 IOO o.oo 
Total Purchase Amount; $ 6.600.00 
Figure 27. Make New Purchase (Step 3) 
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3.2.3.12 Edit Purchase Order. Once the purchase order 
was created, modification is allowed until order has been 
confirmed (see Figure 28 and Figure 29) All the orders 
will be confirmed later by the office supervisor (see 
Figure 30). After the order is being confirmed, the system 
will change status of the order and let its associated 
warehouse visible the order information. 
" ~~ • •" ~,.,.., ~•.-• .: ~ " It~" • »" it "...... • ~ ;.t' ~ .!'•a " ff,. '!I<""'" 
. J;ootl Wholes~ler :S~ppoa:t S¥stem . -:~ , · . . ~-'!<.• • , • ; • • , • , • 
•••• • - " ~ ",,. " ~ " - -- " > 
Welcome,to Qffo:e SupervisorAn:a ...Last -Lo91n\ 
~l.005•0_t-l5 00140~.D~ 







PO No.: PD0S101800I Status: unr.o,~hm1ed 
Supplier No.: 50300002 Short Name: possln 
Supplier Name: Posstn Dairy Farm Detoll Info 






















Total Purchase Amount;$ 3~,ooo.oo 
~ I t:onflt'm .j 
· Purchase - Request · Safe· ·· - sale PurthaseProduct No. Name Unit Quantity Quantity Quantity Price($) Price($) Sum($) 




Food Wholesaler Support System .:· · · : . ·. . ·: 
~ - " ~ ··~·~~a..;u,t&.oglnr ,. · 
;; 1;::.~~.t/-~_7·9_~_7,~~:!!i~.~~-~-~ 







PO No,: POOS101600I status: Unconftnned 
Supplior No,: S0300002 Short Name: po1tln 
Supplier Name: Pos:stn Dairy Farm Detail (nfn 
Contact Pen;on: Tony Locas Phone: l-S07-553-S419 
Emaih food@possln.com F•xi 1•507·554•2311 
Product No. Name Unit 
XP031S0033 Almond Hilk •• 
Tot.al Purchase Amount: f 2,000.00 
Confinn·· 
Product No. Name Unit Purchase Request Safe Salo Purchase Sum( ♦)
------------------.,,Q=u•ntl!f-9J!J!.!!.l!!L.Q!!.!!,""tl,.._ty,..,__,P_,_ri"'ce{i)_!.!lf.~.{t). 
@ P03160030 White Eggs ca 1 1sooo1 1sooo 3000 2,99 t:::::!] ~0000,0 
Figure 29. Edit Purchase Order Page (Add Item) 
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Filo .. lldit. y_,..., Go.,.Bookmtuki Tooh .. Help.,, , : ,,, . , .. 
;~·.,-..~;~~-11~ifj·-~··~~ tQ,;i,'.l~~~~:2Awlo!flCf,W~php;fcpUJtha:o_!~~dit&ia-1 ...................' ....-, .. i'r"I @ 0o lti.""'s1io-=1r1-__,,.__, 
Food Wholesaler Support System . · ' ... 
~ ~ "" " 
:..:JU,~.··:·. ·.:,iJte!eot~ io OJJiee ,s~~isor~· '.::'.,::-~~tls,:~~i..~•jj~
: ....;_. ·~· - ··-·· 




POOS10l8001 I Sbrtus: IUnconfirmed I Stoff, IApple Jlndor 
Supplier Manaoement S0300002 I Short N•mo,ipossln I Create Doto:12oos/09/1S 





contact Ptr$on: Tony Loco1 
Email: 
I Phone, ll-507-553-5419 warehouse:1er1stol BranchIReal-time Stock 
food(§poHln.c:om I Fax: 11-507·554·2311 I E1timated Arrival:I 20D5 - 01 - 24 
Log Out 
Purchote Request Safe Sale Purchase 
Quanlt!l': gu•nt!!l guanug Prlcem Prlce($l 
I, P0315D033 Almond Nllk ea 400 ~00 IDO ·1.00 S,DO 2,000.00 
2, P03l60030 White Eyu• ea 15000 15000 3000 2,99 2.00 30,000.00 
Total Purchase Amount: $ '32,000.00 
Product No. Name Unit Sum($) 
1-unconflrm • ,1 
Figure 30. Edit Purchase Page (Confirm Order) 
3.2.3.13 Real-time Stock. The real-time stock page 
provides all the current inventory and future estimation 
for the inventory control. The office person can view 
inventory report of all warehouses or the selected 
warehouse to check all the available items (see Figure 31 
and Figure 32). The system will provide user with the most 
current stock remaining, predict the sale estimation and 
calculating the trailing inventory for the warehouses. The 
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real-time inventory page can also give user figure on the 
ordering requests form the warehouse manager and find out 
inventory is sufficient to each warehouse. When office 
person click on the name of the product, it will bring the 
user to the product editing page, the user can again 
decide to give an additional discount or promotions, when 
they feel that clearance sale is needed. 





Home llil!!)_g >>Reol-time Stock 
Product Management 
rW-•r_e_ho_u_•_e_____~ ~M•_ln_c_o_te_;cg_on, ____= ~Su_b_c_at_•V~•-1'1'____~ Category Nonagement 
Search by I···-···- SELECT ALL•······· ~I\'-M_o_dt_·------~\Yi='\ \········ ScLECT ALL·•······ 6?ijffi]
Supplier Management 
Purchase Management 













log Out P010l0017 Beef Bone lb 6949 0 0 6949 200 1000 
POt060024 free-Range Chicken ea 11140 600 0 10540 5000 2000 
P01060027 Ground Chicken lb tJ803 0 D tl803 800 1600 
POto700t9 lamb Leg box 4000 0 0 4000 0 250 
P010700l8 Lamb Shoulden kg 3000 0 D 3000 0 700 
POI05002J Pork Chop box 6000 0 0 6000 0 1000 
P01050022 Pork Loin lb 4D00 60 D 3940 0 500 
POt080028 Rabbit lb 7813 1040 0 6773 0 1000 
P010l0038 R.oas:tBeef lb 6000 0 D 6000 0 1000 
P0106002S Turkey ea 3990 0 0 3990 0 500 
No. I• 10/Totol 10 
First I Previous I Next I last 
Figure 31. Real-time Stock Page (Select all Warehouse) 
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!~ © Oo I~~-~-··'·_··"__--,--',, 
if~o,dfllh~le'~arei> sui>~ort.sy,sie·~/,·£ · ,.w,. ~ -~ • • ... ·.. : ~ · ·.' · · · : : ··i 
·: ~ ·.,.-1' « 0 = X = 0 : 5l, ~ ~~ ·~ • - - 0 " : • - ~ "~ ~- S~ ~ ~ 
W.;A~
Welcmns 10 Ojfie,, SIJljf Area Lutloginr 
.20.0_~7.o_~·-•.s_1_ 1~_4_.2,1 ~ ~ 
Home > > Real-time Stock Home 
Product Management 
Warehouse Main Category Sub category
Category Management 
Search by i Moioe5 Orunch 6!il !........ SELECT AU •••••••• @I (fil 
Supplier Management 
Purchase Management 











Log Out POIOIOOl7 Beef Bone lb 3949 0 0 3949 0 1000 
P01060024 Free-Range Chicken ea 11200 0 0 11200 0 2000 
POI0600Z7 Ground Chicken lb 8803 0 0 0803 0 1600 
P01070019 L-omb Leg boN 1000 0 0 1000 0 250 
POl070016 Lamb Shoulders kg 0 0 0 0 800 700 
POlOSOOZI Pork'Chop bow 3000 0 0 3000 0 1000 
POI0500Z2 Pork Loin lb 1000 0 0 1000 0 500 
P01080028 Rabbit lb 5580 390 0 5190 0 1000 
P010l0038 Roast Beef lb 3000 0 0 3000 0 1000 
P01060025 Turkey ea 990 0 0 990 0 500 
No. 1- 10/ Total 10 
First I Previous I Next I Last 
Figure 32. Real-time Stock Page (Select the Specific 
Warehouse) 
3.2.4 Warehouse Manager and Staff Area 
The key roles of warehouse workers will response for 
stocking the item, making purchases request and making 
inventory adjustment. The following interface will 
demonstrate a necessary operation procedure. 
3.2.4.1 Real-time Stock and Purchase Request. The 
warehouse user can view all the real-time inventory report 
of his/her warehouse in this page. The stock report gives 
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the user amount of current stock available, sale 
estimation for next shipment, estimation of un-arrived 
purchase and estimated stock quantities for the future. 
Once the warehouse manager feels an item is short of 
inventory, he/her can enter the desired quantity for 
purchase. The request will be recorded and ~isible from 
the main office for additional purchases (see Figure 33) 
, ~odd Yt/6~1~~1ier Supp~~t S~~te1~ 
~ V V V % ~ =· f: . ~ . 
f•·'·"'!~- : . ·, 
. 
· ,:· · 
"' 




·· :._. · . , 
to,And'enon 
I.Ht l.oglru . . 
:.. :20~_.,_:t_o~·H~!!~.••~~ 
Home lli1l!l.£ >> Real-time Stock 
Real-11me Stock Record 
Stock Hovement 
Main Category ~su_b_c_ate_u•_ry-'-----~ 





















. SafC · · Purchase 
Quontity Rcqued 
100 L: ...J! 
P03l40042 Cheese boH 1493 0 0 1493 zoo J.,;.:•::.,.:.•l 
Loo out P03l30036 Coffee cream 
pkg 99D 0 0 990 150 J,_;;\;c,. II 
P03l60032 Duck Eggs doz 994 IZO 0 874 500 L.,..,:.:.,~.11 
P03l40034 MIik ea 780 0 0 780 150 l.;~;__ ..Q 
P03IS0044 Peanut Butter doz 1590 150 0 IHO 300 Df7i 
P03l60030 White Eggs ca 710 0 0 710 3000 1..:..,3:Wl~ 
Puchase Menagement 
~ 
No. I- 7/ Total 7 
First I Previous I Nekt I Last 
Figure 33. Real-time Stock and Purchase Request Page 
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3.2.4.2 Purchase Management. The warehouse purchase 
orders and purchase returns will be monitored in this page. 
The u~er can click the 'order detail' to see the detail 
listing of purchase items. The orders will be listed 
separately depending on their status. System divide status 
as un-arrived and arrived (see Figure 34 and Figure 35) 
The stock quantities will be increased after stock has 
manually checked in. 
' .. . . ~ . " "' " .. .. . ~- " . 
~oo.d Whol<3sal~r su·ppQrt Syslerm•:. .,: 
" 
· .. ". ~- . · .. ,~· · ., 
" 
.. · ·;. 
'~ ,. "o• 'i,; ~ : • ,,; <I' [ • °"' o, '1,""" •~: :_ • ~ ,;. = • > -- " ~ i °" JS -•=:= ■ o : ._..v v • 
Home J:l!l!n2 >>Purchase Management >>Purchnse Order 
Real-Time Stock Record << Purchase Order I Purchase R.etum >> 
stock Hoqement 
Puchase Menagement Select by order arrival status:: JUmu·Mved ~J 
StW15 note: 
t.unari-lved: Porcha:ne order has not amved. 
Inventory Adjustment 2.Arrived (Unchecked) : Purchese order has amved, but 1tems require further confirm status. 
3.ArrltJ-ie-d (Stod< In} ~ Purchaiu, items have been checked In (IOd record ,u ic:utrent itock. 
Sale Management 
Log out Purch8se Order No • Supplier · OrderPci-s-un· Estimated Arri\l'e Dato· StdituS 
,., order Detail p,..o_o,.,s_o1..,•,,..2_00.,.3-::,,-,,,--,-D-,ev,.,.e-r_ag,...•_D_1strt_buto~rs__A_PP_•..,e-Jl..,.nd_•-.•=2_0..,os"'-,..o,.,1-,.,.1_4~---D.-e·•-•:=~~ch.e~~ aniuvm'~•~ 
<'NO. , P,rodUdNO. Nome l,J~~t :·,QU~~~l,ty , , r;.-.0_., 5 .·{ 
t. POS2400lt Beer doz 500 $8.00 ♦ ◄ ,000.00 
2. POS2300l6 Sparkling Mineral Water bkt 600 $0.50 $ 300.00 
Total Purhcase Amount: $ 4,300.00 
No. I· 1/ Total I 
First I Previous I NeHt I Last 





i.~::.~_:,:.».-; .~.,....ilo.·•·~.~: Ei/ool>.lo.:..._: ..http.:~.:.1~.:.1.....3.c_v,;,.,.,.,... i:;..:E:, ..·.=..-='='':="=.·==-2&=-=N=UIQJI=·=-;.,._:;:..~ ..c:::&de::--t:x.,J,:p.=.- '11=."'P""' =.====::::;::;;--;-_:.:-:.,..·=-·====:::=;i''r w -· .. ... !Xil f o~ IK:;l..,e...-,--~-~ 
Food Wholesaler Support Systeril . · · · 
• ~~ - ~ ~ ~ • ~ • 
Homo llonu, >> Purchase Monngement >> Purchase Order 
R.eal•Time Stock Record << Purchase Order I Purchase R.etom >> 
Stoclc: Movement 




l.Unafflyed : Purcho,e order has not arrived. 
2.Arrlved (Unchecked) : Purcha:se ()rder has arriv~d, bot ttern• require further confirm status. 
3,Arrived (Stock in): Porchat:e it.ems have been checked In and record as current <Stock. 
Log Out Purchase Order No • Supplier Order Person Arrlv•I Date Status stock In Dalo 
► Order Dotall POOSOl 12001 Gus Forms Apple Jlnder 2005-02-18 Stock In 2005-10-18 
,, Order Detail PDOSOl12002 Possln Dairy Fllrm Apple llndor 200S-02-18 Unchecked I?) stack in 
j ,No,;·.,;.~!,"·ttJlo,/ ',•j i Ni!~Jf.: UntfC ~...w-..L ...;,....;,.~--'---"-'11"'!'"-i"'nU""ty·"·''' ..· .. (\ric!& " .'."cS?niJ 
I, P031S0033 Almond Milk ea 300 $5.00 $ I ,500.00 
't,theck In all X Check In with return Total Purhcase Amount: f 1,500.00 
No. t- 2/ Total 2 
First I Previous I NeKt I Last 
Figure 35. Purchase Management Page (Arrived Purchase 
Order List) 
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The purchase management page also gives users ability to 
view all the past return activities by clicking the 
Purchase Returns hyperlink. 
Piifi4@16HHliilfM\MMtfitMiii5Mh . 
- 'I\ ;,JO ~ - ~ "• 
Food WbolespJetr ~uppoa:t System . 
. ·tu;;~on,, ' . . 
lHt logln1 . ' . ,. · .: 
-·····- ,\:, . ·:::-•., .. ·,;;, .: .:~::~-~-~-'-~-~-~-~-~~-~-~-~-~~!!~ 
Home !!!lli!£ >> Purchase Management>> Purchase Return 




Purchase Returm No • Supplier Order Person Create Date A11oclated Purchase OrderInventory AdJusbncnt 
Jimmy Lapaskl 200S/10/18 POOSOl 12001 
;,? ~nlt~- C 1R6tu~'!..~.~~ut~. /. t'. ,7-:;,, , =J•ri~~" _ C /"'~U~] 
1, POfi210006 Amer1cen Eggplant bkt 2 $S,80 
Log Out 
Total Refund Amount: $ S,80 
No. I• I/ Total I 
Flrrt I Previous I Next I Lon 
Figure 36. Purchase Management Page (Purchase Return List) 
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3.2.4.3 Make New Purchase Return. It is also possible 
to return the defect product to supplier. The warehouse 
staff can click the return bottom on any complete order, 
system will redirect to the return form. The form will 
have listing of origin purchase items. The user simply 
selects items for return with correct return quantities 
(see Figure 37) . 
0 °,w - -'$; - -
~oo'd,(\Vh<>'l~~aJe.r'S~pporl:'S~ste~n .··-:;. · :· •,.•: :.·· · ~. · .: : ..-·· ~ .· t··: 
V - - "" ~ " "". ~ ;,'" -- • "." " = ·-~ V ;,;,,: ~ - 0 
Hi, Anderson 
~loglm .. 
· ·: ·z_OO!J..Ot:·n l!ifl~1~_g 
~>>Purchase Mfrnagemeot >> Make Purchase Return Home 
Real-Time Stock Record 
Stock Movement 
Puchatie Management 
Sopplior No,: 50300002 
Supplier Name: PoHln Dairy Fann Detail Info 
Croote D•te1 2005/09/lS 
W~rehouse: Moines Branch 
Sale Management 
Inventory AdJusbnent 
No. Product No. Name Unit Price(♦) Sum($) 
Log Out 
@ I, P0J1S0ll33 Aln>ood Milk 297 5,00 15.00 
Total Purchase Return Amount: $ l s.oo 
Nole 
-Sub it I' ·conde .. J 
Figure 37. Purchase Return Form 
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3.2.4.4 Sale Management. This page allow user to 
prepare the product item for shipping. Using the scroll­
down bottom, user can select the processing shipping order 
for prepared the item (see Figure 38). When the entire 
items are ready, confirm the processing order and change 
the status to completed order (see Figure 39 and Figure 
40). At this stage, when products depart form the 
warehouse, item quantities will automatically deduct from 
the warehouse current inventory. System also provides sale 
preparation report for calculating overall quantities in 
each product item (see Figure 41). The sale return 
hyperlink also gives user ability to view all the past 
return activities (see Figure 42). 
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.: ~ ot • 0 •<t V ' i,., - < n • 0 • 0 
f:'ljoo.d :W'holesal~r :;uppore System .. -~• •'" :· · · •· . ' · · ·. : . •. 
• ~ • V -· - • " •• ~ -~ " - - - - :ll ' -" f 
ffi,Anderwon 
lastloga:-1 , ... , :C 
2_0(!5·0~·__!S:t6)1.21~r 
Home !JEVJJ! > > Sale Management 
Real·Time Stock Record << Sale Order I Sale Return >> 
Stoclc Movement 
Puchase Menagement Select by order arrival status; j Procesr;lng Ml 
Safe ~hmagcment status notet 
t.Proces.iilRO ~ Sale otder ls preparing: or ts !.-htppfn9. 
Inventory Adjustment 2:.Compteted : S,de order b,is been ti-hlpr1ed. 
<<Sale Items Preparation Report on 2005/10/16>> 
~ale Order No • Customer ~alesman Status . ~a•.t Modify . 
Log Out 
.., Order Detail 500S1013004 farmers NatJonal Co, Larry King Preparing farmers 2005-10-13 18:17:16 
J:heck No. 'Pl"oduct·No;:N'ame', ' :· Slile Unit.: Qua~Utv ·· · . . :\tale Price, · , s.,nn1 
I, P03160032 Duck Eggs 12 doz JO $ 60.00 $ 600.00□ 
z. P06170004 Grapefruit 10 bkt 20 $ 17.60 $ 3S2.00□ 
0 3. P01080028 Rabbit 13 lb 30 $ U6.88 $3,506.49 
4. PO ◄ IOOD26 Lobster !OH 40 $ 99.90 $3,996.00□ 
0 s. PD4J10046 Caviar Combo I eo 10 $ 60.50 $ 605.00 
0 6. P04100039 Green Mussel 1 boH 30 $ 8.99 $ 269.73 
7. P06200007 Cantaloupe 10 bkt zo $ 10.00 '$ 20D.OD□ 
0 8, P052300l6 Sparkling Mineral Water ID bkt 10 $ 8.90 ♦ 89,00 
0 9. P05240011 Beer to doz so $ 99.90 $4,995.00 
0 10. P031S0044 Peanut Butter Sdoi 30 $ 56.21 $1,686.15 
Check All fit Total Sale Amount; $16,299.37 
No. 1· I/ Total I 
Flrd I Previous: I. Next I Lest 




· i.'.est l0Qiri1 · · , 
.. ~0.0~.:H·015·S~~~3!0J 
Home Hom• >> Sale Management 
Real•TJme Stock Record << Safe Order ISale Retum >> 
Stock Movement 
Select by order arrival status; j Processing t~]Pµcha1e Menagement 
Statu,,- note:Sale Management 
1,Processlng , Sale order I• preparing or ls shipping, 
Inventory Adjustment 2.Compteted : Sale order haa: been shipped. 
......... ., .... S81(1' Onie~ No-~ 
Log out "'·order Detall SOOS09l3006 Farmers NaUonal Co. Larry King Donee) fam1er, 2005• I 0·20 I 0:00:25 
Check ·:!'(1;t. P.-odUd:f,-to.·.Na:~e.~;' •~~~le_U~lt ,Quantity•• · ·•.. Sale?Prtce";. .., SurolL......:..::., 
ii 1. P03160032 Duck Eggs 12 doz 10 $ 60.00 $ 600.00 
f;/ z. P06170004 GropeFrult 10 bkt 20 $ 17,60 f 352,00 
f;/ 3. P01080028 Rabbit 13lb 30 $ 116.88 $3,506.49 
f;/ 4, PD4 I 00026 Lobster 10 ea 40 $ 99.90 $3,996.00 
ii s. P04 ll0046 Caviar Combo I ea 10 $ 60.50 $ 605.00 
f;/ 6. P04100039 Green Hunel I boM 30 $8,99 $ 269.73 
f;/ 1, P06200007 Cantaloupe 10 bkt 20 $ 10.00 $ 200.00 
f;/ o. POS230016 Sparkling Mineral Water lObkt 10 $ 8,90 $ 89,00 
f;/ 9, POS240011 Beer 10 doz so $ 99.90 $4,995.00 
f;/ 10, PD3JS004◄ Peanut Butter Sdoz 30 $ 56.21 $ 1,686,15 
Total sale Amount: $16,299,37 
No, I• I/ Total 1 
First I Previous I Next I Last 




Welco~ to.Moil,es Bra11ch Wareh-,M.1ma,ier Anra ... UStloginr .. 
2~~~~--,·~5_ lfh51~.ot 
Home jJ.~_IJ.lt >> Sale Managomont 
Real ..TJmD Stock Record << Sale Order ISale Retum >> 
Stock Hovernent 
Select by order arrival status: 1ComplDted 1YJ!Puchase Menagement 
st~tu,s note: 
l.Processlng : Sate nrder Is preparing or ls shlpplng, 
Inventory Adjustment 2.Complet-ed : Sale onfor has been shipped, 
Sale Mcmaoemcnt 
Sale· Order No • · Customer· Selesfflen Stock out Dimi Last M~dify 
Log Out ~ Order Detail SOOS09l300S Splash Goods Larry King 2005/09/16 •plash 2005-09·13 Z2:07:20 
..,, Order Detall S0050913006 Farmers National Co. Larry ling 2005/09/16 farmers 200S·l0•20 18:01:16 
jNu;oduct No,")ani~ '. S~l!!iU~lt Quantity •::c"\"•~""--.:'".,-~.-S-a-.l-e-,P-rl_c_e'".'-,----,-.S_u_!D__,,1
0 
1. P03160032 Duck Eggs 12doz 10 O $ 60,00 ♦ 600.00 
z. P06170004 Grapefruit 10 bkt zo o $ 17.60 $ su.oo 
3. P01080028 Rabbit 13 lb 30 O $ 116.88 $ 3,506.49 
10 ea 40 0 $ 99.90 $ 3,996.00 
54 P04110046 Caviar Combo 1 OU 10 0 $ 60,50 f 60S.OO 
6. PD410D039 Green Munel I box 30 0 $ U.99 $ 269.73 
7. P06200007 Cantaloupe 10 bkt 20 0 $ 10.00 $ ZOO.OD 
8. P05230016 Sparkling Mfnerel Water IObkt to u $ U.90 $ 89.00 
9. P05Z400 II Beer to doz so 0 f 99,90 $ 4,995.00 
10. P03150044 Peanut Butter Sdoz 30 0 $ 56.21 $ 1,686.tS 
~ Return lie Exchange Total Sale Amount $ 16,299.37 
No, 1· 2/ Total 2 
First I Previous I Next I la>t 
Figure 40. Sale Management Page (Completed Sale Order List) 
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· Food Wholesaler Support Sy,stem . · .· · · 
- ~ ·: ... • ~- • • • • ! 
Home Home >> Snle MoMyement >> s,tle Preparation 
Real-Time Stock Record 
Stock Movement 
Puchase Menaoement 
Main Category Sub category 
Search by fsculood·--------J]:! ~,_-_-__-_-__-_-S_E_LE_-CT_A_L_L_______-_-__-_-w=icl G@!] 
Sale Management 
Inventor, Adjusbnent 
.•. · · 
Prodcut No. 
P04U0046 
· · · 
Name 
Caviar Combo 
•. · · _ Pro/Jut! tlst · .. 
Sale Unit 
1 ea 






P04100039 Green Mus,el I boN 910 60 
P04100026 Lobster 10 ea 79 800 
log Out P0409004I 
P04110045 
Red Dot Rock Fis
Salman Caviar 
















No. I· 7/ Total 7 
First I Previous I NeKt I Last 
Figure 41. Sale Management Page (Sale Item Preparation) 
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'<~'· gl) • ifa1 '@ ® ~ lo http1/l!l2.168.2.21nr,~how/lw~~?f-&P"!Otum&od•l1"-1!=...,.,le.0 
)7.r~~'s;,j,~11s-;;.. :: ... jQ l!l2J,.2.2 ·~ _l!/2,11\8~.2 ?> --"'.~I::::·; 
Home 






,... lastlog~I :.~, ·.. 
2005.!.0t.·U_t,61531_11 
Create" O.nte _Assoclat~~ ~"ale_~riler 
!i!l!llll >> Sale M11n11gement >> Sale Return 
<< Sele Order I Sale R.etum >> 
Sale Returm No •. Customer Order Person .. 
>Return Detail PROS1020001 Splash Good• Jimmy Lapaskl 2005/10/ZO S005091300S 
..,, Return Detail PR050913001 Sph,s:h Goods Jimmy Lapaskt ZOOS/09/13 50DS09J3005 
:on1f ~-~~'~"c~9,,··q_~~~..,,tl~ty--.-.--~:""Pn-,~.,-,.---:s""~-'l'-,y~
Loo out 
I. P0:3160030 Whtte Eggs ea s $2.84 $ 14.20 
2. P041J0046 Caviar combo ea s $60:so $ 302.SO 
3. P04 l 10046 Caviar Combo ea -s $60.50 $-302.SD 
Toto( Refund Amount: $ 14.20 
No. I· 2/ Total 2 
First I Previous I Next I Lost 
Figure 42. Sale Management Page (Sale Return List) 
3.2.4.5 Make New Sale Return. This interface provides 
a workspace for warehouse staff to deal with customer 
return and exchange. The warehouse staff selects the 
return or exchange item with return quantities; system 
will adjust the current inventory depending on the return 
reason and disposal quantities (see Figure 43). 
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WelcomD to Moines.Branch Warehouse Mmutger~11 1.astl.Ogln, 
_2_00~~~~.,;1~ lt!S3_d~1' 
!:l!llil£ >> Salo Management>> Maks Sale Retum 
Customor No.: C03000014 Short N•mo: farmers Cn,•1:1! Date: 2005/10/20 
Customer Name: Farmers National Co. Detotl Info W.arahouse~ Moines Branch 
Contact Person: Peter Manaonday Phone: J•123·Z32•3241 EKt: 23 . :·..sGle Order.AStOdaied:' 
~,!JDS09 l 3006 ·.,. , Em~i_l:. p~~~farmers,co!" fax: 
TotalNo. Product No. Name Unit Retum / EKchange Quantity Dlsposal Stock In Unit Sum($)Sole Qt.-------------~==~------------====--=Q=u=•=n=ll=ty QU}'lltltY Price-·---·­
@I. ?03160032 Duck Egg< 120 doz (\ Return <) Exchange ~ C::=:a] C7 5,00 2s.oo 
@2. P06170004 Grapofndt 200 bkl (, Return <:\ Exchange ~ L:J 1,76 8,80 
@3. P01fl80028 Rllbblt 390 lb () Return () EHchange C""7 [=:J 8.99 0.00 
Q4. P04100026 Lobster 400 ea (; Return () EMchanoe (_ ~J [=:J 9,99 o.oo 
0 5, P04J 10046 C,:,vfar Combo lU ea (} Retum () EMchange [:::J L:J 60,50 o.oo 
06, PD4100039 Green Mussel '30 boK (; Return c~ Exchange [ j [=:] 8.99 o.oo 
0 7. P06200007 Cuntuloupc 200 bkt ') Rotum <', Exchange !==1 L=--J 1,00 0.00 
ou. PO.S?.30016 St>6rk1'no Mlo~ral Wa too bk, t) Return ~> EMchenge D.OU 0.00 
□ 9. ?05240011 Beer 500 do;i: () Return <) EHchange 9.99 0.00 
0 10, P03150044 Pounut Dutter 150 doz () Retum () EHchange l 1.24 o.oo 
Total sale Return Amount: $ 33.80 
Note 
Figure 43. Sale Return Form 
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3.2.4.6 Inventory Adjustment Management. Inventory 
adjustment page allows user to view the detail adjustments 
for every items. The listing can be sort by the each 
calendar month and year. User is also able to view the 
report by difference categories (see Figure 44). 
PMiM@IIMMitiHM@n:+m;ua1,,,,u
!:Jle gdh yie'u Q.o !;!ool<nwt, lools !!•ii) . . 
;~:-$ ·fly ® '~ !f;j http:lll9'l.168.2.2/nr,1-houd"'1e,c~hp'lto<t>ck_odju~,,..4&mm-2 
Hf,Jimmy. 
lastl.og!nt . 
'.2005~09~1'5i, 1115310 l 
Stock Record 
Year Main category Sub (ategory Uncomptete Adjustment,ment 
search by ~ ~Is_e_u_fo_o_d______~L"=JI .--,.-••-.-••-••-s"'r""Lr"'·t""T,.,A,.,.LL,--·•--·---••-.""s,"',j ~ 
enogoment 















Dlspo-sal Quantity · 









•• Adjustments History•• 
2005/06/16 
2005/09/13 
P041000Z6 Lobster ea 0 0 0 0 0 
P04090041 Red Dot Reck Fl•h ea 0 0 0 0 0 
P04ll0045 Salmon Caviar ea 0 0 0 0 0 
PD4110020 Salmon Roe boK 0 0 0 0 0 
P04090023 Sturgeon lb 0 0 0 0 0 
.No. I- 7/Total 7 
FINt I Previous I Next I Last 
Figure 44. Inventory Adjustment Management Page 
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3.2.4.7 Make New Inventory Adjustment. When an item 
is rotten, missing, or defected in various reasons, 
warehouse staff can make adjustment in the item quantity. 
User simply chooses a predefined reason and enters the 
required note. Once user is finished, the order is waiting 
for further approval from the supervisor (see Figure 45) . 
.• {;}i 
·..~1.@ Go l~~--.--~j 
Puchase Menagemcnt 
Sale Management 
Food Wholesaler Support System · · · ·· . 
O ~ ~ " Iii O ~ V • • . . 
. Welcome"' MolnesBraneh WanhOIISS ~uAna 
Home 112.!!JJ! > > !!!.!!'.Q.'l\Q.f.Y..MJ.9.:!!!'.!!?1!1 >> Create New Adjustment 
Real-Time Stock Record Main CCllteQory Sub category 
Stock Movement Search by ~!f_ru_its ______~~=•;·! rel0,--em-cc-·•-,--------,,lf)]~ 
current After AdJProdcut No. Name Unit AdJulltment Quantity ~ Note for other reason
Inventory Adjusbnent Stock Qt. stock Qt. 
G1lmlulngC"}] 
P06180001 Blueberry bkt 979 D rotten 996C3 
Log Out D other L.......o: 
D missing L_. o; I 
P0618D0DZ Golden Raspberry bkt 1000 G1I rotten 1000 IC1l 
D other c::] I 
lotolenD missing L..J!J 
P0618D040 ~ doz 798 D rotten CJi1 793.., 
G1I other ! 3j I 
I- -·savoi I I Confirm cl I ·,canc•L· I 
No. 1- 3/ Total 3 
first I Previous I Next I Lest 
Figure 45. Make New Inventory Adjustment 
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•• 
3.2.4.8 Approve Inventory Adjustment. Warehouse 
manager has privilege to approve inventory adjustment. 
Once manager agree with the reasons and quantities of 
adjustment; clicking on confirm bottom, the item 
quantities will be deducted from the current inventory 
(see Figure 46). History adjustment will be also recorded 
for future referral (see Figure 47). 
1--;1 © Oo ='[Cl,=·_....,_·•-'----' 
· . . . : , ..:: - . ··, ·~o·t1';Wh6l~sa,l.er.Sb~po~ sy~ien\ .:· -~, · :.., ·. . · ,: . ., . 
"°' '"'• ~ • " : • ' • ,ij, " : 0 ••'•" , • •.". "' • " ,' • " 
11,Jlmmy 
l.as,=~1·'~-'-~~--~~-- -•-~ ,...,,s~ 
me 
al-Time Stock Record 
Hain Category Sub category Create New Adjustment
1ck Movement 
,-i - -.CCSE,..,.·L,,,.ECT=---cA-,--LL----••Search by I·······- SELECT ALL •••••••• ooi .-•• -•• •• -••-.-:c!Yc,,il! [iioJ
chaso Menaocment 
* • Unapproved Adjusbnennt • 
le Management UNAPPROVED ADJUSTMENT ( 200S/I0/20) 20D5/10/20 
,entor, Adjustment Inspector: Jimmy Lapaskl PLEASE CLICK HERE TO· APPROVE 
Prodcut No. Nome Unit Quantity Missing Rotten Sale Return Other Note for other reason 
• • Adjustments History•• 
2005/06/16 
g Out P04110046 Caviar Combo ea r:::::] □ 0 0 2005/09/13 
P03l60030 White EgQs ••L=:il 0 0 0 
No. I• Z/ Total 2 Back to Adjustment Report 
First I Previous I NeMt I Last 
Figure 46. Approve Inventory Adjustment Page 
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. ~:j ® Go l(c.J..-.1 
. r.' .li9~_a v:,t~o.lei~:1~r Supp·o~fsy,~ff:D~i;--:.: . ·:: < ••• • • •• • : ·;. < • • •••• •• ·: 





Roal-Time Stock Record 
Hatn Category 6ub c.ateoory Create New Adjus~e1
Stock Movement 
Search by I·-······ SELECT 111.L -------- ~j '"!-------------""'s"'E"'LE""·c"'T:-A""LL,.,.._-_-_-__-_-_..,(:a=:~J [§]
Pucha:se Menagement 
•• Unapproved AdJustmen 
Safe Management 
Nt>ih)tm·d 
Inventory Adjustment Approve Successfullytl 
•• Adjustments Hi1tor,ADJU5TI'1ENT HISTORY (2005/10/20) 
Supervisor; Jimmy Lopaskl 200S/D6/16 
Loo Out Inspector: Jimmy Lapaskl 2005/09/13 
2005/10/20 
Prodcut No. Name Unit Quantity 1"1issfng Rotten Sala Return Other Note for other reason 
P04t 10046 Caviar Combo ea 5 □ 0 □ 
PD316003D White Eggs ea s □ □ □ 
No. l· 2/ Total 2 Bock to Adjusbnent Report 
Flrot I Previous I Nel<t I Last 
Figure 47. History Inventory Adjustment Page 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION 
4.1 Introduction 
In order to maximum the system performance and to 
reduce the errors, the system are tested under series of 
validations and verifications .During development of MWICS, 
each functional page has been tested to ensure that it can 
input and record data correctly. Most tests simply 
involves showing out necessary data or simple mathematical 
calculation. Each user interface keep being tested until 
all the errors have removed. 
4.2 Unit Test Plan 
Unit test is the basic level where each individual 
function is being tested to ensure the quality of the 
software. To perform the unit test of MWIC, all the 
functional pages will be verified that all the actions 
work. Testing also checks for duplicate entries and their 
response error messages. 
Here is the list of functional pages which have 
passed the unit test (see Table 16 to Table 18). 
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Table 16. Unit Test Result (Administrator) 




• Verify all valid input. 
• Check all the bottoms work properly. 
• Able to add, change status, and modify 
users' profile. 
• Check the user photos can be uploaded, 




• Verify all valid input. 
• Check all the links work properly. 
• Check all the bottoms work correctly. 




Table 17. Unit Test Result (Warehouse Manager /Staff) 
Pages Tests Performed Result 
Login Page 
• Check all the bottoms work properly. 
• Verify if error message is shown after 
login failure. 
• Verify the user's session is created 
successfully after login. 
Pass 
Logout Page 
• Check all the bottom work properly. 
• Verify the user remove form session 
after logout. 
• Check the page redirects to the proper 




• Able to view all the stock 
information. 





• Verify the purchase orders . 
• Change Status of orders. 
Pass 
Sale Management 
page Check the status of Sale orders .• Pass 
Inventory 
Adjustment page 
• View all inventory adjustment. 
• Verify the adjustment Calculation . 
• Able to view adjustment history . 
Pass 
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Table 18. Unit Test Result (Office Manager /Staff) 




• Check all the products listed 
successfully. 
• Make sure the entire units are right. 




• Able to add and edit a new category. 
• Able to replace subcategory tree. 




• Able to add a new supplier . 
• Able to edit supplier information. 





• Verify all the incoming requests from 
warehouses. 
• Make purchase from the supplier. 
Pass 
Real-time Stock 
• Verify the real time stock. 
• Calculation. 
• Check all the bottoms work . 
Pass 
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4.3 Integration Test Plan 
Integration test is also known as subsystem testing. 
The tests are performed for each user system to identify 
the correctness, completeness and quality of developed 
subsystems. All tests for MWICS are performed to make sure 
each subsystem functions correctly with other subsystems. 
The bugs will be removed if there are any communications 
flaws either not passing information, or passing incorrect 
the information between modules. 
Table 19. Integration Test Result 
Subsystem Tests Performed Result 
• Make sure all the users are login 
in correctly. 




• Verify the login user information 
Pass 
is store in the session properly. 
• Confirm error messages from the 
incorrect login. 
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• Make sure all the user are listed 
in the user lists. 
• Check if different types of user 
can be created. 
• Make sure user profile can be 
change. 






• Make sure a product can be created. 
• Make sure acategory can be created. 
• Make sure a product's profile can 
be update. 
• Able to list and sort all the 





• Verify the real-time stock 
inventory quantifies. 
• Able to make purchase from the 
supplier. 
• Record the decrease in stock after 
shipments. 




4.4 System Test Plan 
The system test is the final step of testing. All the 
subsystem will be integrated into one complete system. 
Variety of data will be used to see overall results for 
testing 
Table 20. System Test Result 
System Testing Result 
1. Install the MWIC system into server. Pass 
2. Install the MWIC database into MySQL server. Pass 
3. Starting up servers services. Pass 
4. Running the MWIC system through the internet 
connection. Pass 
5. Display the MWIC system. Pass 
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4.5 Summary 
The testing process requires several tests that are 
required many repeating procedures to finish. The most 
challenge test is real-time calculation from the warehouse 
inventory, which needs to be constantly rechecked. Finally 
all the errors and bugs have been detected. The unclear 





5.1 System Installation 
The software maintenance manual contains information 
regarding software installation and removal; diagnostics 
and troubleshooting; software interfaces; and other 
hardware requirements for the system. This guide should be 
used during the installation, system breakdown, or upgrade 
of current system. 
5.1.1 Operating System 
An operating system which can stably supports Apache 
server with PHP module and MYSQL sever is required. Both 
Linux Red Hat 9.0 and Window 2000 Professional can be used 
in this system. For testing purpose, both systems have 
been adopted in this project; they should both work 
similarly without affecting the overall system performance. 
Please refer online resource for complete installation of 
both operating systems. 
5.1.2 Web Server 
A Web server is required that can support PHP and 
MySQL. Apache web server was used in this project; however 
Microsoft's Internet Information Server can also be used 
for Windows OS. 
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5.1.2.1 Window 2000 Professional. User can download 
the latest version of Apache for Windows at 
http://www.apache.org and install it like all other Window 
programs. Apache will be installed as a service on your 
computer. 
5.1.2.2 Red Hat /Linux. 
1. pownload a tar file from http://www.apache.org 
2. Decompress it by type tar -zxf apache_l.3.9.tar.gz 
3. Compile source code by enter in apache_l.3.9 
# directory 
# · . I configure 
# make 
# make install 
4. Put file in the proper directories /usr/local/apache 
5. start Apache server /usr/local/apache/httpd 
5.1.3 MySQL Database Server 
MWIC use MySQL, most popular open source SQL database, 
as its database server. MySQL Database Server is required 
to add, access, and process data stored in the MWICS 
database. To install MYSQL, follow the following methods: 
5.1.3.1 Window 2000 Professional. Users are free to 
download the appropriate package at http://www.mysgl.com/ 
downloads/index.html. However it is advised to use AppServ 
to set up the server. The installation package appserv-
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win32-2.5.l.exe can be found on http://www.appservnetwork. 
com. The package will automatically setup the MySQL server 
and Apache server for PHP environment at once installation. 
Installation will require to setup the username, password, 
and Charest for the database configuration. 
5.1.3.2 Red Hat /Linux. 
1. MySQL server packages can be obtained at 
http://www.mysql.com/. 




3. Enter the following to install MySQL servers and client: 
# rpm -i MySQL-server-VERSION.i386.rpm 
# rpm -i MySQL-Max-VERSION.i386.rpm 
# rpm -i MySQL-client-VERSION.i386.rpm 
4. Set the root user and password for MySQL 
# mysqladmin -u root password 'nutpig' 
5. Testing the database enter 
# mysql -u root -p 
# show databases 
5.1.4 PHP Installation 
PHP must be added into Apache configuration before 
setting up the system. First, copy the php files on your 
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server, then edit the php.ini-dist and rename php.ini-dist 
to php.ini. Then take a file association under Windows 
2000 Professional. Final step is to test run PHP 5.0. 
Please refer complete installation manual on www.php.net. 
One other option is to install appserv-win32-2.5.l.exe 
which setup the setting for you from start to finish. For 
the Linux user, most current releases of Linux already 
have PHP installed. Use the default option during the 
installation. 
5.2 Database Configuration 
In order to configure the system database, first 
foodwholesaler.sql file must be imported into the database 
server. After the file is imported, the food wholesaler 
database will be created. Then user must update the actual 
domain name and server IP address in the table called 
"configs". Finally find the file "config.php" in home 
directory of MWICS website default folder and change it 
followed according to your own server configuration. 
Please see example below: 
<?php 
// MWICS config file 
//Database sever version 
$dbms = 'mysql4'; 
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//Database server IP address or domain name 
$dbhost = '127.0.0.1'; 
//Database name for this project 
$dbname = 'food_wholesaler'; 
//DB user name 
$dbuser = 'root'; 
//DB user password 
$dbpasswd = 'nutpig'; 
5.3 Backup and Restore 
Unexpected failures or system breaking down will 
occur. They may be caused by attacks, hardware failures, 
malfunctions, power outages, and etc. Therefore, 
performing regular backups is the only way to have a 
secure and reliable web services. Administrator should 
always do a system back up and database backup followed by 
the previous instructions. 
All the working codes, SQL files and default 
configurations will be stored into the mwicsbackup.zip for 
Window user and mwicbackup. t_ar for the Linux user. The 
restarting process for servers and system is always needed 
after back up to bring back the new working system. 
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5.4 Suggestions for Improvement 
First, this project was developed by a programmer. 
It seems that the graphical interface can be improved for 
the future version of MWICS. Adding a more commercial web 
template would be more realistic for the real world 
marketing. 
Secondly, since this project was coded on PHP script, 
overall object-oriented functions and classes should be 
enhanced in the future version. 
Third, the current MWIC system was design for Firefox 
and Window IE explorer. Future improvements can be done 





CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION 
6.1 Conclusion 
Multi-Warehouse Inventory Control System, MWICS, 
provides a realistic online solution for monitor and 
manage the product inventory to multi-location operations. 
The system is designed to support food wholesaler 
companies with multi-location offices and warehouses. 
The operation of the head office and warehouse 
branches can be integrated as a single integrated unit. 
Information about warehouse operations and stock reports 
can be, transmitted through internet and intranet instantly 
using MWICS. MWICS supports the major operations of 
purchasing, shipping, inventory and accounting management. 
The powerful inventory report also provides the warehouse 
manager with estimation and warning about the quantities 
of each product inventory. It helps to achieve cost 
effectiveness solution in comparison with the traditional 
warehouse management. 
This project was created under self-purposed company 
regulations. There are few assumptions that are being used 
due the academic purpose of the project: Real world 
consideration such as holiday, shipping delay, and 
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simplify company policies have not fully being considered. 
The MWIC system must be undergo some minor modifications 
to become an exactly fit for a company. 
6.2 Future Enhancements 
Many future enhancements are possible for MWICS. 
Future phase of MWICS can incorporate with application 
such as a laser bar code scanners and its software. The 
product item can be directly scanned and recorded by using 
the bar code scanner. This great addition to the system 
would significantly reduce the inventory management time. 
Finally, the model of multi location inventory control can 
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